
 

 

Form for Reporting Plagiarism of Research work  

 

Check the appropriate statements and give additional comments where required. 

 

S. No. Plagiarism Yes No 

1.  Verbatim copying, near-verbatim copying, or purposely paraphrasing portions of 

another author's paper or unpublished report without citing the exact reference 

  

2.  Copying elements of another author's paper, such as equations or illustrations 

that are not common knowledge, or copying or purposely paraphrasing sentences 

without citing the source 

  

3.  Verbatim copying portions of another author's paper or from reports by citing but 

not clearly differentiating what text has been copied (e.g. not applying quotation 

marks correctly) and /or not citing the source correctly. 

  

4.  The unacknowledged use of computer programs, mathematical / computer 

models / algorithms, computer software in all forms, macros, spreadsheets, web 

pages, databases, mathematical deviations and calculations, designs / models / 

displays of any sort, diagrams, graphs, tables, drawings, works of art of any sort, 

fine art pieces or artifacts, digital images, computer-aided design drawings, GIS 

files, photographs, maps, music / composition of any sort, posters, presentations 

and tracing 

  

5.  Self-plagiarism, that is, the verbatim or near-verbatim re-use of significant 

portions of one's own copyrighted work without citing the original source. 

  

6.  Research Proposal/ Synopsis was copied from another source/researcher   

7.  Research Data was used without permission from the institution/ original 

researcher 

  

8.  Research Authorship Criteria described by ICMJE is violated. Each author, 

including the coauthors should be responsible for papers submitted for 

publication 

  

9.  Kindly check the documents to provide as much evidence as possible and 

attached herewith: a. Citation of the original paper or document or idea which 

was plagiarized, (paper title, author(s), publication title, month and year of 

publication and the journal, in which published, with details). b. If the original 

paper is unpublished (e.g. an institutional technical report, an on-line paper), the 

complainant is to provide as much information as possible to ensure authenticity 

of the claim. c. The citation of the alleged plagiarizing paper (paper title, 

author(s), publication title, month and year of publication if available and the 

journal with details in which published). If the paper is unpublished (e.g. an 

  



institutional technical report, an on-line paper), the complainant is to provide as 

much information as possible to ensure proper investigation. d. Copies of both 

papers. e. Any other information (Specify) f. Name, designation, organization, 

address, e-mail address and telephone number of the complainant. 
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